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Product Announcement

Meet the ‘Be-All’ and ‘End-All’ of Bi-Fold Systems from hardware specialists, CiiLOCK Engineering – featuring new and
unique innovations specially crafted to master the intricacies of Bi-Fold hardware installation.
Impeccably uniting smooth operation with reliable performance, The ‘Be-All and End-All’ of Bi-Fold Systems presents an
exciting collection of heavy duty yet aesthetically striking hardware, designed to not only conquer the challenges of day-today use, but streamline the complex mission of installation.
Introducing advanced ‘one-click’ install
Thanks to intuitive ‘quick fix’ technology, gone are the days of struggling to balance door panels while uneasily lining up traditional hinge pin threads with carrier and top pivot sets. With such tricky assembly reduced into one instant intuitive action,
installation can now be easily achieved by just one installer!
An innovative Quick Fix Pin makes fitting panels onto the frame as simple as inserting the pin into the carrier slot and leaving the rest to the mechanism to instantly ‘click’ and hold the pin into place; with no need to secure with countless screwdriver rotations.
Activated by handy allen key via the top pivot, bottom pivot guide and Quick Fix Pin; a large adjustment scope accommodates uneven building tolerances at finite increments for flawless, long lasting performance. Additionally, eliminating risk
of gradual panel slippage to preserve perfect door alignment, a unique thrust bearing cleverly shields the hinge leaf from
adjustment to safeguard the vertical positioning of the door from any adverse affects of general everyday use.
Heavy duty hardware enhanced by stunning aesthetics; the epitome of flawless form and function
Suitable for both residential and commercial projects, The ‘Be-All’ and ‘End All’ system’s robust 100kg load rating makes it
ideal for use alongside large, heavy duty glass panels.
Furthermore, with no unsightly screw threads, springs or locking mechanisms visible once installed, nothing remains to detract focus from the wide and seamless view of the surroundings beyond.
Discover how unique innovations behind the ‘Be-All’ and ‘End-All’ of Bi-Fold Systems hardware can streamline your next
project – talk to our team today!
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